Traceless mitigation of laser damage precursors on a fused silica surface by combining reactive ion beam etching with dynamic chemical etching
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HF-based etching has been successful in mitigating damage precursors on the surface of fused silica optics used in high power lasers. However, wet etching generally leaves an etching trace leading to surface roughness, which seriously degrades laser beam quality (e.g., transmission loss and wave-front degradation). A way of addressing this issue is to apply plasma etching as a preprocessing step before HF etching, but so far very few studies have provided a practical scheme for engineering applications. In this work, we proposed a novel two-step scheme by combining reactive ion beam etching with dynamic chemical etching techniques. We demonstrate the combined scheme is capable of tracelessly mitigating the laser damage precursors on a fused silica surface. The 0% probability damage threshold obtained by combined etching is 1.4 times higher than that obtained by HF-based etching. The study opens a new approach towards high damage-resistant optics manufacturing and provides the potential possibility of exploring extreme interactions between high-power lasers and matter.

Introduction

Since laser-induced damage (LID) on fused silica surfaces radically limits the lifetime of optics in high-power fusion-class laser systems such as the National Ignition Facility, the Megajoule laser or SG-III, damage precursors have been investigated extensively aiming at improving the laser-induced damage threshold (LIDT) of fused silica. Although recent efforts in HF-based chemical etching have succeeded in dramatically improving the damage resistance of fused silica, they remain limited to the surface quality after etching. The root cause of the surface quality degradation is chemical treatment leaving etching traces (scratches and pits) opened and extended into geometrical structures, which lead to the increase of surface roughness and figure errors. This has greatly restricted fused silica optical components working at high-fluence laser facilities from attaining excellent laser-beam quality.

Plasma etching is ideal for surface modification of fused silica as they present anisotropic means to remove the physical-structure defects (e.g., scratches or pits) without any trace and thus smooth the optical surface. Although chemical structure defects such as oxygen-deficiency center (ODC) or others might be generated during plasma etching, HF-etching can be used as a next step to remove them. In our previous letter, we evidenced the combined process of reactive ion etching (RIE) and dynamic chemical etching (DCE) is an effective method for significantly improving the damage resistance of fused silica optics while keeping the surface quality non-degraded. However, this method is also limited to processing flexibility and applicability since the effective etching region in conventional RIE systems is relatively immutable when the etching process is fixed. The etching uniformity is seriously influenced by the limited plasma density distribution. Completely being different with RIE in plasma generating principle, reactive ion beam etching (RIBE) show great promise for flexibly modifying fused silica surface since the ion energy, beam density, as well as the chemical reaction extent, can be independently controlled. More importantly, the etching uniformity can be effectively improved by moving or rotating the sample stage to finish the total required etching-area. Yet to the best of our knowledge, very few reports have focused on the damage resistance enhancement by using RI BE technique, even the combination of RI BE and DCE has not been applied as a means of improving the damage threshold of fused silica optics.

In this work, we mainly focused on the effects of the combined process of RI BE and DCE on damage performance and surface quality of fused silica optics. The RI BE pretreatment was used to tracelessly remove the physical-structure defects on fused silica surface. Then the DCE retreatment was used to remove the RI BE-introduced defects and passivate the
optical surface. This combined technique of RIBE and DCE was demonstrated to be a better method for improving the damage performance and surface quality of fused silica optics than single RIBE and single DCE technique. The study provides a potential probability for this combined etching technique applying to manufacture high quality fused silica optics and paves the way towards the comprehension of the damage mechanism of fused silica at high-energy nanosecond laser facilities.

**Experimental**

During the experiments, a series of fused silica samples were treated by single RIBE, single DCE and the combined etching processes. Unetched sample and the single treated sample were used as references. For the combined etching process, a single-sided RIBE process was used as the first step to remove the fractured defects in the subsurface layer of fused silica. The RIBE-treated side was regarded as the rear surface for damage test. Subsequently, a double-sided DCE process was adopted to remove the RIBE-introduced defects and passivate the optical surface of fused silica. Considering that RIBE treatment has much stronger physical-bombardment ability than RIE treatment, we thus optimized the DCE procedure, which includes three steps: (1) an inorganic acid cleaning process to dissolve the possible contaminants (metallic impurities and/or fluorocarbon deposits) introduced by RIBE, (2) a weak alkali cleaning process to remove trace oil and dirt, and (3) a buffered HF-based etching process to remove and passivate the unstable chemical structure on fused silica surface. A flow chart of the combined process is given in Fig. 1.

Square samples (50 mm wide and 5 mm thick) made of Corning 7980 were manufactured by the same vendor using traditional polishing process. Samples were all cleaned with high pure water under ultrasonic condition before the RIBE pretreatment, damage test and other characterizations.

A commercial RIBE system was used for the plasma modification investigation. The Ar-CF₄ plasma beam was generated by a broad-beam (150 mm aperture) Kaufman-type DC ion source which was fitted with molybdenum grids. The beam was neutralized by electrons emitted from a hot tungsten filament neutralizer located in front of the grids. During the RIBE process, ultrapure argon and CF₄ gas (99.999%) were supplied to the ion source through mass flow controllers. The grid current, acceleration voltage and working pressure were about 80 mA, 550 V and 2 × 10⁻² Pa, respectively. The fused silica sample was fixed onto a water-cooled rotating stage (6 rpm) with the ion beam vertically incident to the sample surface.

The whole DCE process was carried out under ultrasonic conditions using a Teflon-lined, multi-frequency ultrasonic transducer (Blackstone multiSONIK™ 40, 80, 120, 140, 170, 220 and 270 kHz) in which the samples were constantly mounted with their edges held still. During the inorganic acid cleaning process, the samples were all submerged in silica tanks filled with mixed inorganic acid consisting of 36 wt% HCl and deionized water with a volume ratio of 1:2. The processing time was 120 min. Subsequently, the samples were removed and rinsed with deionized water. The weak alkali cleaning process was conducted in silica tanks filled with a 10 vol% solution of Micro-90 (a commercial cleaning agent). The processing time was 30 min. The HF-based etching process used as the last step of the DCE treatment was implemented in Teflon-lined tanks. HF and NH₄F solution was used to etch fused silica. The detailed etching process has been described elsewhere. After the DCE treatment, the samples were cleaned again with deionized water and allowed to air dry. The cleaning, etching, and drying processes were totally implemented in a class 100 clean room.

**Results and discussion**

Prior to the RIBE pretreatment, the etching rate and uniformity were first investigated to verify the etching ability of the system. This experiment was implemented using a square fused silica sample with 100 mm wide and 5 mm thick. Fig. 2 shows the etching rate as a function of gas flow ratio R (CF₄/Ar). Three typical regions were divided by two Rs, 1.5 and 2.5, respectively. The etching rate in low R region (yellow color) was very low...
because the etching process in this region was mainly dominated by physical bombardment of the energetic ions. In the green region, there was a sharp increase in etching rate, which was attributed to the great increase of chemical etching. Additionally, the physical bombardment also enhanced the chemical reaction. When the gas flow ratio further increased (red color), the etching rate kept stable. It is probably due to the ionization rate of fluorine-containing species reaching saturation as the input power was fixed. Besides, polymer deposition may easily occur on the sample surface in this region, which suppresses the chemical etching. To effectively remove the physical-structure defects (scratches or pits in subsurface layer) in the sample surface, physical bombardment should be enhanced to increase the anisotropic etching of the ion beam.

Our previous study also evidenced smooth optical surface of fused silica can be obtained by increasing the physical bombardment ability during the plasma etching process.\(^{23}\) We thus believe the RIBE in low \( R \) region is beneficial to the removal of the physical-structure defects.

Plasma etching of fused silica is often accompanied by chemical-structure damage. We thus measured the laser-induced fluorescence (FL) of the samples to analyse the chemical-structure defects introduced by the RIBE treatment. Three samples used for the measurement were treated by RIBE with different \( R \) values of 3.28, 2.21 and 0.6, respectively corresponding to different regions mentioned in Fig. 2. The etching time for all the samples was 80 min. An unetched sample was used as a reference. Hydrochloric acid cleaning process was conducted prior to FL measurement to exclude the effect of the RIBE-introduced impurities on the FL results. To make the fluorescence data more reliable, the measurement location and direction for each sample were strictly fixed. Fig. 3 shows the FL emission spectra of the samples etched with different gas flow ratio \( R_c \). For all the samples, the emission spectra were dominated by FL peaks centered on 3.2–3.3 eV, which have been attributed to the oxygen-related defects such as ODC. It’s very important to note that the FL intensity of the RIBE-treated samples was increased with the gas flow ratio \( R \). Especially for the \( R \) value of 3.28, the defect-induced FL was obvious and the emission spectrum was redshifted. The results indicate that the RIBE with low \( R \) value is beneficial to suppress the chemical-structure defects induced by the RIBE treatment.

To enhance the anisotropic etching effect while suppress the etching-induced FL defects, we chose the gas flow ratio \( R \) of 0.6 for the subsequent etching experiments. The etching uniformity of the RIBE process was shown in Fig. 4. In the case, if the acceptable deviation for etching depth was 5% of the maximum value,\(^{24}\) the uniform etching region was a circle with the radius of about 40 mm. The results suggested that this RIBE system was suitable for uniformly modifying the samples we chose for the experiments. For larger samples, we can use scanning etching process by moving the position of the sample stage or changing a larger ion beam source, which is obviously not our focus in this study.

The samples with various etching processes (no etching, single RIBE, single DCE and the combined etching) were damage tested. A near-Gaussian 355 nm laser beam with a diameter of 1.2 mm at 1/e\(^2\) was delivered by a pulsed Nd:YAG laser system. The pulse width of the laser beam was \( \sim 7 \) ns. The uncertainty of the energy density in the test system is 4.5%. The detailed description for the testing system can be found elsewhere.\(^{25}\) 1-on-1 strategy (ISO 21254) was used for testing the laser damage probability of the samples. Twenty testing sites for each energy density were chosen randomly on the rear surface of fused silica samples. The laser damage probability of the samples treated with different etching processes is shown in Fig. 5. Compared with the unetched sample (black squares), the zero probability LIIDT of the 1.5 \( \mu m \) RIBE-treated sample (red circles) was slightly decreased. Obvious increase in LIIDT was observed when the samples were undergone a single DCE treatment, especially at 20 \( \mu m \) etching depth. After the combined etching (pink stars), the damage resistance of the sample was dramatically improved. Noted that the damage probability of the sample treated by the combined process was

Fig. 3 Fluorescence emission spectra excited by a peak centered at 283 nm (5.0 eV) for the samples etched with different gas flow ratio \( R_c \). A unetched sample was used as a reference. The etching time for all the samples was 80 min.

Fig. 4 Etching depth along the radial direction of the sample stage. The gas flow ratio \( R \) was fixed to be 0.6. The black line at 1220 nm represents the acceptable deviation (5%) to the maximum value.
only 10% when the laser fluence was fixed to be about 54 J cm\(^{-2}\) (which was near the maximum output fluence of the laser system). The results indicated that some low-fluence damage precursors must exist on the RIBE-treated sample surface and this kind of defect can be easily removed by the subsequent steps of the combined etching process (Table 1).

We then measured the impurity concentration in surface of the samples with various etching processes by Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry, as shown in Fig. 6. Noted that large number of Na, K and Al impurities deposit on the unetched sample surface, which were attributed to the residual polishing compounds embedded in the redeposition layer of the optics (see Fig. 6(a)). Although most of the impurities were removed by the RIBE treatment, the concentration of the Al element increased obviously (see Fig. 6(b)). The total amount of Al element in the surface of each sample is shown in Table 2. We believe that the Al contamination on the sample surface arose from the physical bombardment of energetic ions onto the chamber inner-wall and/or the sample stage. Indeed, Al contamination is harmful for RIBE treatment to improve the LIDT of fused silica optics since this kind of defect has been evidenced to be photosensitive to absorb the laser energy and initiate the damage.\(^{24}\) It can be noted from Fig. 6(c) and (d) that the optical surfaces treated by the combined etching and single DCE process both had the lowest Al concentration, suggesting the DCE treatment can effectively remove the RIBE-introduced Al impurity. The results also seem to tell us that the hydrochloric acid cleaning process is indispensable once RIBE is used as a pre-processing step before HF etching because RIBE-introduced metallic impurities may form micro-mask on the sample surface, hindering the chemical reaction of HF acid with fused silica.

We subsequently observed the morphology of the damage sites on the surface of the samples with different processes, as shown in Fig. 7. The damages were all initiated at their damage thresholds of zero probability. For the unetched sample at the laser fluence of 23.2 J cm\(^{-2}\), the damage sites were smashed and adhered to each other due to the low-fluence damage precursors in the polished sample surface strongly absorbing laser energy and initiating damage. For the 1.5 \(\mu\)m RIBE-treated sample, the density of the damage sites began to decrease at the zero-probability damage threshold of 20.8 J cm\(^{-2}\), suggesting the RIBE-introduced defects could easily induce damage. For the 3 \(\mu\)m DCE-treated sample at 31.2 J cm\(^{-2}\) laser fluence, the damage sites became sporadic and discrete craters with fractured edges because the low-fluence damage precursors in the subsurface layer were significantly removed by the etching, but the damage residues were difficult to be taken away thoroughly at this fluence. For the sample treated by the combined process, the damage sites represented more sporadic craters with smooth edges. At this high laser fluence (52.5 J cm\(^{-2}\)), strong laser energy and shock wave could take away nearly all the damage residuals from the fused silica optical surface, forming much cleaner damage eater appearance.

A comparison of the damage sites morphologies of the samples with different etching processes suggests a change of

Table 1 Damage threshold of zero and 100% probability of the samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Damage threshold of 0% probability (J cm(^{-2}))</th>
<th>Damage threshold of 100% probability (J cm(^{-2}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unetched</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIBE-1.5 (\mu)m treated</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE-3 (\mu)m treated</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>51.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE-20 (\mu)m treated</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>56.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIBE-1.5 (\mu)m and DCE-3 (\mu)m treated</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
damage mechanism (Fig. 8). Damage precursors in fused silica optics fabricated by conventional polishing process are confined within the subsurface layer, containing cracks that act as traps for various fractured defects and polishing compounds (on the left in Fig. 8). Chemical acid etching and careful cleaning have been demonstrated to be the most effective method for removing the SSD and improving the damage resistance of fused silica.27,28 However, deep chemical etching generally leads to the degradation of surface quality (upper part on the right in Fig. 8), which can enhance scattering and loss of laser beam energy. Optical field enhancement can readily occur on such microscopic defects, causing the reduction of laser-induced damage threshold.29 The deposition of reaction product (SiF$_6^{2-}$) during the HF etching has been demonstrated to be a key challenge for realizing the best increase of LIDT.30 Ref. 25 also suggests that the presence of deteriorative bonding-structure on DCE-treated surface might be disadvantageous to improve the damage resistance of fused silica. We thus believe the HF-etched surface with large amounts of physical-structure defects (scratches or pits) have a high propensity for forming chemical-structure defects. The combined etching of RIBE and DCE considerably breaks the deadlock since the fractured defects that either absorb laser energy or cause field intensification can be effectively removed by the combined etching (lower part on the right in Fig. 8). Moreover, no physical-structure defects act as catalysts to inducing the formation of chemical-structure defects. Finally, the remarkable surface roughness ($R_q$ = 0.654 nm) obtained by the combined etching treatment is probably an underlying cause for realizing high damage threshold surface since the surface roughness values of the untreated and 3 µm DCE-treated samples (0.843 nm and 1.052 nm, respectively) were both higher than that of the sample treated by the combined etching process. In fact, there were still some stubborn scratches on the surface treated after the combined etching treatment and these faint features were difficult to be observed with optical microscopy. Therefore, we speculate that the combined process of RIBE and DCE could be further improved by increasing the RIBE depth or optimizing the relationship between physical bombardment and chemical reaction during the RIBE process.

Conclusions

This study demonstrates that the LIDT of polished fused silica can be dramatically improved by combining RIBE with DCE technique. The best improvement in LIDT was achieved by using 1.5 µm RIBE pretreatment and 3 µm DCE retreatment. The ToF-SIMS results showed that RIBE-introduced impurities were effectively removed by the DCE treatment. An analysis of etching morphology showed that excellent surface quality ($R_q$ = 0.654 nm) without microscopically visible scratches was obtained after the optical surface of fused silica undergoing the combined etching process. The results of this study suggest that

Table 2 Total amount (0–30 nm) of Al element in the redeposition layer of the samples treated with various etching processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Concentration of Al element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unetched</td>
<td>4089.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 µm RIBE treated</td>
<td>10 330.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 µm RIBE and 3 µm DCE treated</td>
<td>2121.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 µm DCE treated</td>
<td>3415.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RIE treatment may be a valuable preprocessing tool for compensating the disadvantage of chemical etching of fused silica optics, especially in applications where conventional RIE treatment is not possible for uniformly modifying large-aperture and irregular optical surface.
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